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Milanesi, Vincent Breton, Simon C. Lin, Ying-Ta Wu

Abstract—Encouraged by the success of the first EGEE
biomedical data challenge against malaria (WISDOM) [1], the
second data challenge battling avian flu kicked off in April 2006
to identify new drugs for the potential variants of the Influenza A
virus. Mobilizing thousands of CPUs on the Grid, the 6-weeks
long high-throughput screening activity has fulfilled over 100
CPU years of computing power and produced around 600
Gigabytes of results on the Grid for further biological analysis
and testing. In the paper, we demonstrate the impact of a
world-wide Grid infrastructure to efficiently deploy large scale
virtual screening [2] to speed up the drug design process. Lessons
learned through the data challenge activity are also discussed.

Index Terms—data challenge, EGEE, BioinfoGRID, grid
infrastructure, virtual screening, drug discovery, avian flu,
neuraminidase.

I. INTRODUCTION
The potential for re-emergence of influenza pandemics has
been a great threat since the report that the avian influenza A
virus (H5N1) could acquire the ability to be transmitted to
humans. Indeed, an increase of transmission incidents suggests
a risk of human-to-human transmission [3]. Furthermore, the
report of development of drug resistance variants [4] is another
potential concern. Two of the present drugs (oseltamivir and
zanamivir) were discovered through structure-based drug
design targeting influenza neuraminidase (NA), a viral enzyme
that cleaves terminal sialic acid residue from glycoconjugates
of cell surface. The action of NA is essential for virus
about 300,000 compounds selected from ZINC [6] and a
chemical combinatorial library against 8 variants of
neuraminidases predicted by homology method. Using
AutoDock as the docking engine, the computation requires
over 100 years when run on an average PC. In order to
compress the overhead so that biomedical chemists can have
best response to instant threads while the mutation of the virus

proliferation and infectivity; therefore, blocking its activity
generates antivirus effects. To date, there is no NA subtype one
(N1) available for structural study. To minimize
non-productive trial-and-error approaches and to accelerate the
discovery of novel potent inhibitors, medical chemists take
advantage of modeled NA variant structures and
structure-based design.
A key work in structure-based design is to model complexes of
candidate compounds to structures of receptor binding sites.
The computational tools for the work are based on molecular
docking engines, such as AutoDock [5], to carry out a quick
conformation search of small compounds in the binding sites,
fast calculation of binding energies of possible binding poses,
prompt selection for the probable binding modes, and precise
ranking and filtering for good binders. Although docking
engines can be run automatically, one needs to control the
dynamic conformation of the macromolecular binding site
(rigid or flexible) and the spectrum of the screening small
organics. Such consideration will decide the complexity of the
modeling system. This process is characterized by
computational and storage loads which pose a great challenge
to resources that a single institute can afford.
In April and May 2006, the second biomedical data
challenge of the EGEE project led by Academia Sinica in
Taiwan, CNRS-IN2P3 in France and the European SSA
BioinfoGRID project coordinated by CNR-ITB in Italy was
kicked off to tackle the computational challenge of screening
happens, more than 2000 CPUs in the EGEE Grid
infrastructure have been mobilized to perform large scale
distributed virtual screening during 6 weeks. About 600
Gigabytes of output data have been produced and archived on
the Grid with one additional backup.
Beside the biological goal of reducing the time and cost of
the initial investment on structure-based drug design, there are
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two Grid technology objectives for this activity: one is to
improve the performance of the in silico high-throughput
screening (HTS) environment based on what has been learnt in
the previous challenge against Malaria (WISDOM) [7]; the
other is to test another environment which enables users to
have efficient and interactive control of the massive molecular
dockings on the Grid. Therefore, two Grid tools were used in
parallel in the second data challenge. An enhanced version of
WISDOM high-throughput workflow was designed to achieve
the first goal and a light-weight framework called DIANE [8]
was introduced to carry a significant fraction of the deployment
for implementing and testing the new scenario.
The paper is organized as follows. The second section
briefly introduces the Grid environments on which the data
challenge was executed. In section 3, the two Grid tools used to
generate the data challenge are presented. In section 4, the data
challenge activity is described, particularly its preparation,
deployment and execution. In section 5, the discussion focuses
on the general statistics, efficiency and issues we observed and
experienced in the data challenge. The last section draws the
final conclusions.
I. THE GRID INFRASTRUCTURE
Three infrastructures were used to achieve the deployment:
AuverGrid [9], TWGrid [10] and EGEE [11]. In this section,
we are describing them briefly.
AuverGrid is regional grid deployed in the French region
Auvergne. Its goal is to explore how a grid can provide the
resources needed for public and private research at a regional
level. With more than 800 CPUs available at 12 sites,
AuverGrid hosts a variety of scientific applications from
particle physics to life science, environment and chemistry.
TWGrid is responsible for operating a Grid Operation
Center in Asia-Pacific region. Apart from supporting the
world-wide Grid collaboration in high-energy physics,
TWGrid is also in charge of federating and coordinating
regional Grid resources to promote Grid technology to the
e-Science activities (e.g. life science, atmospheric science,
digital archive, etc.) in Asia.
The Enabling Grids for E-sciencE project (EGEE) brings
scientists and engineers together from more than 90 institutions
in over 30 countries world-wide to provide a seamless Grid
infrastructure for e-Science that is available for scientists 24
hours-a-day. The EGEE Grid consists of over 30,000 CPU
available to users 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 5 Petabytes of
storage are available, and on average 20,000 concurrent jobs
are executed. Expanding from originally two scientific fields,
high energy physics and life science, EGEE now integrates
applications from many other scientific fields, ranging from
geology to computational chemistry.
To efficiently operate the distributed resources as a whole
system, the EGEE Grid middleware [12] provides a User
Interface (UI), a Workload Management System (WMS)
relying on resource broker machines, a Data Management
System (DMS), an Information System (IS), and several
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monitoring and application deployment tools based on the Grid
Security Infrastructure (GSI). All the Grid activities and
resource sharing within EGEE are operated and coordinated
within the scope of Virtual Organizations (VOs) [13], virtual
communities across laboratories and institutes around the
world.
The data challenge against avian flu was officially supported
by the biomedical VO of the EGEE and BioinfoGRID projects.
Resources from AuverGrid and TWGrid were explicitly
allocated to complement the EGEE resources.
II. THE GRID TOOLS
A. The WISDOM production environment
A large scale deployment requires the development of an
environment for job submission and output data collection. A
number of issues need to be addressed to achieve significant
acceleration from the grid deployment:
- The amount of data moved around at job submission
has an impact on Grid performances. As a
consequence, the files providing the 3D structure of
targets and compounds should preferably be stored on
grid storage elements in preparation for the data
challenge.
- The rate at which jobs are submitted to the grid
resource brokers must be carefully monitored in order
to avoid their overload. The job submission scheme
must take into account this present limitation of the
EGEE brokering system.
- The Grid submission process introduces significant
delays for instance at the level of resource brokering.
The jobs submitted to the grid computing nodes must
be sufficiently long in order to reduce the impact of
this middleware overhead.
The WISDOM production environment was designed to
achieve production of a large amount of data in a limited time
using EGEE, AuverGrid and TWGrid middleware services.
Three packages were developed in Perl and Java. Their entry
points are a simple command line tool. The first package
installs the application components (software, compounds
database…) on the grid computing nodes. The second package
tests these components. The third package monitors the
submission and execution of the WISDOM jobs.
The environment was improved to address limitations and
bottlenecks identified during the first data challenge against
malaria deployed in the summer of 2005 on the EGEE
infrastructure. For instance the number of resource broker
machines and the rate at which the jobs were submitted on them
were extended to avoid their overloading. Another
improvement concerned the resubmission process after a job
failure which was redesigned to avoid a ―sink-hole‖ effect on a
failing grid computing node. Automatic resubmission was
replaced by the manual intervention of the WISDOM
production user.
B. The DIANE framework
DIANE is a lightweight distributed framework for parallel
scientific applications in a master-worker model. It assumes
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that a job may be split into a number of independent tasks
which is a typical case in many scientific applications. It has
been successfully applied in a number of applications ranging
from image rendering to data analysis in high-energy physics.
As opposed to standard message passing libraries such as
MPI [14], the DIANE framework takes care of all
synchronization, communication and workflow management
details on behalf of the application. The execution of a job is
fully controlled by the framework which decides when and
where the tasks are executed. Thus the application is very
simple to program and contains only the essential code directly
related to the application itself without the need for networking
details.
Aiming to efficiently bridge underlying distributed
computing environments and application centric user interface
as illustrated in Fig 1, DIANE itself is a thin software layer
which can easily work on top of more fundamental middleware
such as LSF, PBS or the Grid Resource Brokers. It may also
work in a standalone mode and does not require any complex
underlying software.
As a framework, DIANE provides an adapter for
applications. Fig 2 shows the template of DIANE application
plug-ins. A complete DIANE application plug-in should
implement three major Python objects: the Planner and the
Integrator objects implement the job splitting and result
merging, respectively; while the logic of the Worker object
concentrates on the execution of the individual task. When a
DIANE job is started by a user, both the Planner and the
Integrator objects are invoked by a master agent usually
executed on the user's desktop, and typically the worker agents
are submitted to run on distributed CPUs such as the Grid
worker nodes.
Once the worker agent is launched, first it registers itself
with the master agent. In the second step, a channel is
established for pulling the tasks from the queue held by the
master agent. When the individual task is done by the worker
agent, the result is returned and merged on the master. The
pulling-executing- returning cycle will iterate until all the tasks
are accomplished. The same channel is also used to profile the
worker agent's health and to support user interaction with the
task. The whole DIANE framework is written in Python and the
communication between the master agent and the worker
agents is based on the CORBA protocol [15].
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Application Oriented User Interface
Command Line Tools

Web Portal

Graphic User Interface

DIANE Framework
Task Scheduler

Application Adapter
AutoDock

BLAST

Backend Handler Adapter
Geant4

ATHENA

GANGA

Build-in

Computing Workers

Personal Desktop

Computing Cluster

Computing Grid

Fig 1 The DIANE framework sitting on top of a variety of computing
environments provides a fast integration of distributed and heterogeneous
computing resources. It hides the scheduling details of application distribution
so that on top of it, application oriented user interfaces could be easily
developed.

Since the DIANE framework takes care of the control of the
communication and the workflow on behalf of the application,
implementing an AutoDock adaptor for DIANE costs
approximately 3 days and the effort is less than 500 lines of
Python codes.
Planner

DIANE Master

+__init__()
+env_createPlan()
Generate task queue

The DIANE task queue
based on the execution plan

Integrator
+__init__()
+env_init()
+env_addPartialOutput()

Request new task

Return task result

Worker

DIANE Worker

+__init__()
+env_init()
+env_performWork()

Fig 2 the template of DIANE application plug-ins as well as the cooperation
model between the three major objects: Planner, Worker and Integrator.

III. THE DATA CHALLENGE
The name of Data Challenge is inspired from the large-scale
exercise on the World-wide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG)
which aims at processing a huge number of collision events
produced by the Large Hardron Collider (LHC). Instead of
processing the physics events, the biomedical data challenge
deals with the biomedical data, for example medical image
processing or virtual screening. The avian flu data challenge is
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the second official biomedical data challenge of the EGEE
project. The previous data challenge against malaria [7] was
done during the summer of 2005 and saw over 46 million
compounds docked in 6 weeks.
Input for the avian flu data challenge consists of 8 protein
targets predicted from the neuraminidases subtype 1 (N1) to
simulate the possible mutations of the H5N1 virus and 308,585
chemical compounds selected from ZINC and a chemical
combinatorial library. By dividing the 308,585 chemical
compounds into 2 subsets, the whole data challenge activity
was broken down to 16 instances; each instance corresponded
to the dockings of an N1 variant against the compounds in one
of the 2 subsets. To avoid that concurrent executions of all the
instances overload the Grid system and reduce the Grid
efficiency, the initialization time of each instance was well
scheduled.
The majority of the data challenge instances were executed
using the WISDOM production environment since its
scalability had been demonstrated already in the first data
challenge. Due to the fact that the CPU wall time of most of the
Grid computing elements are restricted to 24 hours, the Grid
jobs submitted by WISDOM were carefully partitioned to
prevent from running over this limitation. Taking into account
the approximation that the computing time of each single
docking is about 30 minutes2, each WISDOM job was prepared
to run on 40 dockings. Thus each instance represented 7715
Grid jobs. In order to balance the load on the Grid Workload
Management System, WISDOM submitted the jobs to 18
resource brokers in a round-robin order.
In parallel with the WISDOM activity, DIANE was used to
run as many dockings as it could handle during the data
challenge activity. To avoid the resource competition with
WISDOM, DIANE took only a small fraction of the available
resources. Unlike WISDOM, how the job is split into
independent DIANE tasks plays and important role in the
overall distribution efficiency of a DIANE job. As the
estimated elapsed time of each docking is significantly longer
than the startup overhead of the task, each DIANE task was
defined to corresponding to the docking of one compound. As a
master-worker model, DIANE submitted worker agents instead
of docking tasks to the Grid. As a consequence, the wall time
limitation affects the lifetime of the worker agents and more
worker agents need to be submitted once the limitation is
reached. During the data challenge, a DIANE master was
maintained on the UI to hold a queue of the waiting docking
jobs and a separate process for submitting DIANE worker
agents was manually triggered. This strategy allowed using
more CPU power to ramp up the docking throughput without
interfering with the running master. The result of each docking
was interactively returned back to the Grid UI once the task
was successfully completed. All the results were also
concatenated and archived into the Grid.
To share the data challenge results for further biological
2
The measurement was done on a PC with one Xeon 2.8 GHz CPU and 2
Gigabytes physical memory.
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analysis,, about 120,000 files in total were archived in Taiwan
and in France. The centralized LCG File Catalog (LFC) system
was used to index all the files distributed on the Grid.
Before data challenge kick-off, the compounds were
pre-staged on 3 Grid SEs, and the Autodock executable was
widely deployed on most of the available Grid CEs. Based on
what has been learnt in the previous data challenge, the
deployment work including the prediction of the N1 variants
took about 1 month.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. General Statistics
Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the data challenge
deployments using WISDOM and DIANE environments,
respectively.
TABLE 1
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF THE WISDOM ACTIVITY

Total number of completed dockings

2 * 106

Estimated duration on 1 CPU

88.3 years

Duration of the experience

6 weeks

Cumulative number of Grid jobs

54,000

Maximum number of concurrent CPUs

2,000

Number of used Computing Elements

60

Crunching factor

912

Approximated distribution efficiency

46%

TABLE 2
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF THE DIANE ACTIVITY

Total number of completed dockings

308,585

Estimated duration on 1 CPU

16.7 years

Duration of the experience

4 weeks

Cumulative number of Grid jobs

2585

Maximum number of concurrent CPUs

240

Number of used Computing Elements

36

Crunching factor

203

Approximated distribution efficiency

84%

During the data challenge, the WISDOM activity has
distributed 54,000 jobs on 60 Grid CEs. The 6-weeks activity
has covered the computing power of about 88 CPU years and
has docked about 2 million pairs of target and chemical
compounds. Due to the fact that the Grid resources were used
by other VOs during the data challenge, a maximum of 2000
CPUs were concurrently running at the same time. For the
DIANE part, we were able to complete 308,585 docking runs
(i.e. 1/8 of the whole challenge) in 30 days using the computing
resources of 36 Grid CEs. A total number of 2580 DIANE
worker agents have been running as Grid jobs during that
period and 240 of them were concurrently maintained by the
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Fig 4 the resource utilization of a DIANE job. The solid curve with crosses illustrates the number of CPUs available for doing the dockings; while the bars indicate
the concurrent executing dockings (i.e. the utilized CPUs).

Fig 3 the docking throughput of a DIANE job. The curve shows the cumulative number of the completed dockings during the job lifetime of about 2 weeks.

DIANE master. The distribution of those Grid jobs in terms of
the regions of the world is shown on Fig 4. About 600
Gigabytes of date have been produced on the Grid during the
data challenge.
2%
2%
5%
24%

Europe
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Fig 4 the distribution of the Grid jobs in different region.

B. Efficiency and throughput
Since Grid is a dynamic system in which the status of
resources is changed without central control, transient
problems occur which cause job failures. In the WISDOM
activity, about 83% of the jobs were reported as successfully
finished according to the status logged in the Grid Logging and
Bookkeeping system (LB); the observed failures were mainly
due to errors at job scheduling time because of
mis-configuration of Grid Computing Elements (CE).
However, the success rate went down to 70% after checking the
content of the data output file. The main cause for these failures
was frequent last-minute error in the transfer of results to the
Grid Storage Elements. Compared to the previous data
challenge, improvement is significant as the observed success
rates were respectively 77 and 63%. The last-minute error in
output data transfer is particularly expansive since the results
are no longer available on the Grid Worker Node (WN)
A. Standing issues
1) Issues related to the Grid middleware
The scheduling costs introduced by the current middleware
on the Grid jobs are significantly high. One of the reasons is that
a sequential and continuous job submission to the Grid will

although they might have been successfully produced.
In DIANE, a similar job failure rate was also observed;
nevertheless, the failure recovery mechanism in DIANE
automated the re-submission and guaranteed a fully complete
job. On the other hand, the feature of interactively returning
part of the computing efforts during the runtime (e.g. the output
of each docking) also introduces a more economical way of
using the Grid resources.
For the instances submitted using the WISDOM production
environment, the overall crunching factor was about 912.
The corresponding distribution efficiency defined as the ratio
between the overall crunching factor and the maximum number
of concurrently running CPUs, was estimated to 46%. This is
due to the known issue of long job waiting time in the current
EGEE production system.
The task pull model adopted by DIANE allows the isolating
of the scheduling overhead of the Grid jobs and is therefore
expected to achieve a better distribution efficiency. During the
data challenge, DIANE was able to push the efficiency to
higher than 80%. Fig 4 presents the resource utilization of a
DIANE job. Although DIANE was not tested in a very large
scale like WISDOM, the good resource utilization shown in
Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. still provides details
on the improvement. The cumulative plot of the completed
dockings in Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable. also demonstrated that a
constant throughput can be effortlessly maintained for few
weeks using the task pull model.
Because of the highly scalable nature of the WISDOM
framework, high throughput docking could be achieved at a
rate of 2 seconds per docking. As DIANE was handling not
more than a few hundred concurrent jobs, its throughput was
limited to about one docking every 10 seconds.

heavily load the Workload Management System (WMS),
therefore the WMS will then take more time for resource
match-making and job dispatching to the Grid Computing
Elements (CE). Another problem comes from the fact that
WMS is not aware of the resource usage priority given by the
resource sharing policy implemented in the local queuing
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system on the CE. Without having the information published by
the CE, the Information System might wrongly guide the WMS
to send jobs to a CE on which the owner of the jobs has
relatively low priority on the usage of resources. Relevant
activities concerning these Grid scheduling issues have been
held in the preparation of the next generation EGEE
middleware.
Mission critical applications (e.g. disease diagnosis, drug
discovery, etc.) running on the Grid require different levels of
Quality of Service (QoS). Taking the example of the data
challenge, the throughput is one of the key QoS parameters as
time may become a critical factor to address emerging diseases.
The avian flu virus might spread-out at an un-expected speed
once the variant with the ability of human-to-human
transmission comes out. According to the definition of the QoS
taxonomy [16], the QoS in the current EGEE middleware is
implemented in a soft way based only on the ranking and
match-making mechanism provided by the WMS system. The
WMS relying highly on the IS has no way to guarantee that its
resource selection will meet user QoS requirement. Thus how to
ensure the QoS within the current Grid middleware is still an
open question. In some sense, site functional tests [17] and some
utilities made available at User Interface provide some ad-hoc
solutions for users to check the status of the Grid sites before job
submission; however, a more promising solution so far has been
to adopt the negotiation protocols for service level agreement.
To manage a large scale production, the Grid monitoring and
accounting tool is very helpful for tracing the progress as well as
the failures of the jobs. Several tools [18] are delivered as part
of the EGEE middleware for monitoring the Grid activities in
different aspects. Out of those tools, the GridICE [19] and the
GOC accounting system [20] provide the statistical data in the
views of VOs, which is more intuitive than the resource-centric
information given by the other tools in monitoring the data
challenge progress. However, the sensors producing
job-monitoring information deployed on every site are not
correctly configured everywhere. This yields partial
information and makes the report difficult to interpret.
2) Issues related to the WISDOM production environment
The WISDOM production environment achieved large scale
deployment. But the failure rate is still high despite environment
improvements to address issues identified during the previous
data challenge. The main remaining limitations are related to the
performances of the resource broker machines and the grid
computing nodes stability.
Automatic resubmission applied during the first data
challenge was a cause of failures and consequently a
time-consuming correction task for the job supervisor.
Resubmission by hand allows the process to be checked
precisely but limits the building of an automatic pipeline of
grid-enabled virtual screening. An issue for a next data
challenge is to improve the WISDOM production environment
to manage efficient automatic resubmission with only relevant
resource brokers and grid computing nodes.
An idea could be to develop a learning module to register
failed and efficient resource brokers and nodes. The module
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could make the information available during the submission and
the monitoring process of the WISDOM production
environment to modify the requirements of new submitted and
resubmitted jobs.
3) Issues related to the DIANE platform
The scalability issue of the DIANE framework is due to the
fact that the DIANE master needs to keep the connections with
the distributed DIANE workers for task dispatching and worker
health checking. Performance evaluation during the data
challenge showed that the current implementation of the
DIANE master is restricted to handle few hundred DIANE
workers at the same time. The main reason for this restriction is
still under investigation. An alternative solution is to adopt
stateless protocols (e.g. web services [21] or stateless CORBA);
however, this will introduce an overhead for establishing every
connections and a tradeoff should be made between the
performance and scalability.
For instance, to give users more flexible control over their
DIANE jobs, the master of DIANE is usually executed on the
Grid User Interface. This feature will turn into a performance
issue while the payload of result integration is high. The heavily
loaded integration process will affect the performance of the UI.
A possible approach to address this issue is to run the DIANE
master as a Grid job on a Grid Worker Node; however, one
should make sure that the master is always started before the
workers and the network connectivity between two Grid WNs
becomes yet another problem.
V. CONCLUSION
We have performed a large-scale high-throughput in silico
screening on the Grid in search for potential drugs against the
predicted variants of the avian flu virus, H5N1. Using three Grid
infrastructures (AuverGrid, EGEE, TWGrid), we have
successfully reduced the duration of the virtual screening
process from over 100 years to 6 weeks. High throughput in
silico docking was achieved with up to one docking every 2
seconds. The results are now under analysis and the outcome
will help biomedical chemists to reduce the cost of the first
investment in the process of structure-based drug design.
Two different Grid tools were used to execute the data
challenge. The WISDOM and DIANE production environments
have been described and compared. During this second data
challenge, we proved again that the WISDOM production
environment is capable of controlling a high-throughput
screening with a reduced preparation effort. We demonstrated
that the DIANE light-weight framework offered an improved
distribution efficiency as well as a steady throughput of the
distributed molecular dockings on the Grid.
Several issues related the Grid middleware as well as the two
Grid production environments have been highlighted.
Investigations and discussions with the developers are taking
place in the preparation of the next data challenge against
neglected diseases that will take place in the fall of 2006 in the
framework of the EGEE and BioinfoGRID [22] projects.
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